Abstract-An appropriate adaption of the decision boundaries of the well-known signal space detector (SSD) yields a detector that whitens the input noise in the detector forward path. This new detector, called a whitening signal space detector (WSSD), offers higher reliability without increasing the dimensionality of the signal space. A WSSD can be designed by applying a transformation into the ordinary SSD case. We use the new concept to design a WSSD based on three-dimensional 110 equalization and demonstrate its feasibility and performance. The detector can be implemented with a small increase of hardware and offers a significant improvement in terms of bit error rate, especially at low to moderate channel densities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

S
IGNAL space detection is based on the geometric interpretation of the detection process on a discrete-time channel. A constant number of subsequent samples at the detector input forms a signal vector in the -dimensional signal space. The signal space is divided into regions, which are associated with a certain detector output. The region in which a particular input signal point is located thus determines the current decision of the signal space detector (SSD).
After passing through the noiseless discrete-time channel, each possible information sequence corresponds to one particular signal point in the signal space. In the presence of noise, the actual received signal point will differ from the ideal position by some noise component. Thus we can assign to each point in the signal space a certain probability of occurrence, which depends both on the recorded information sequence and on the characteristics of the underlying channel noise model. Similar to the fixed delay tree search (FDTS) detector [1] , we choose the noiseless vector that is "closest" to the received vector using an appropriate metric [2] . The detector output is then , i.e., the first bit of the corresponding information sequence. This detection rule can be applied in a bit-serial fashion after subtracting the intersymbol interference (ISI) tail of the last detected bit. It should be noted that in the same manner, more than one bit can be detected at a time [3] , [4] .
As pointed out above, a particular implementation of this detection procedure is called signal space detection. The detection problem can be solved by distinguishing points corresponding to sequences with from those with . This is done by partitioning the signal space into regions that determine Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9464(00)03900-5. the detector output (see Fig. 1 ). The regions are labeled by the corresponding class attributes or , respectively.
In Section III, we show that the region boundaries consist of hyperplanes if the channel noise is independent of the information sequence. This leads to the following SSD architecture [5] , [6] : the region boundaries are implemented by a set of finite impulse response (FIR) filters, whose outputs are qualified by slicers. A Boolean function maps the slicer outputs on the detector output. Additionally, a feedback loop is used to subtract the ISI tail of the current decision from the detector input. An example for an SSD is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Signal space detection can thus be viewed as a special implementation of the fixed delay tree search with decision feedback (FDTS/DF) detection algorithm [6] - [8] .
The problem of finding an appropriate set of decision boundaries has been addressed in a number of previous publications; see [4] , [6] , and [8] - [11] . For channels subject to stationary white input noise, the complete set of decision boundaries is determined by the Voronoi regions [8] . In this case, the Euclidean distance measure yields an appropriate metric. As mentioned above, the optimum decision boundaries are hyperplanes.
Due to the use of an equalization scheme, which is common practice to reduce the dimensionality of the signal space, the coefficients of the noiseless sampling points are restricted to small integer values. Therefore, the FIR filter coefficients that describe the Voronoi decision boundaries are also small integers. This may be advantageous with respect to an implementation.
0018-9464/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE However, the complete set of Voronoi boundaries is usually too complex for an implementation in a high-dimensional signal space. Therefore, heuristics are used to simplify the detector structure. This is feasible since error events are dominated by the points that are relatively close to a separating hyperplane. In practice, it suffices to guarantee a particular minimum distance of the region boundaries to each possible signal point. Therefore, a certain number of Voronoi decision boundaries can be ignored. Different heuristics have been proposed for this purpose; see [4] and [6] . These methods yield a reduced number of decision boundaries, which can be implemented by FIR filters with small integer coefficients.
We already explained that the predominant criterion of detector performance is the minimum distance of the decision region boundaries to the enclosed signal points. Therefore, the set of decision boundaries can also be chosen regardless of the Voronoi region boundaries. Although this type of heuristic for boundary selection may be more difficult to develop, in some cases the additional degree of freedom leads to a smaller set of FIR filters [8] , [10] , [12] .
Kim and Moon proposed an algorithm that provides a minimal set of hyperplanes [12] . Unfortunately, the application of this algorithm soon becomes infeasible as the number of observed samples is increased. On the other hand, practical SSD implementations with a performance close to the maximumlikelihood bound can be found by using one of the algorithms mentioned above.
Therefore, detector performance is directly related to the signal constellation. The signal constellation depends both on the equalization scheme and on the modulation code. It has been demonstrated that the noise correlation, which is to a certain extent imposed by the equalizer, also has a relevant impact on the detector performance [10] , [11] .
For this reason, equalization schemes that avoid heavy noise correlation at the input of the decision device have been proposed in the context of signal space detectors. Like in FDTS detectors, the minimum phase channel response has been used as the desired target [10] , which completely avoids coloring of the noise.
Usually, however, symmetries in the signal space are desired to ease the detector implementation. This requires constraining the first samples of the equalized channel response [6] . To reduce the noise correlation, relaxed equalization schemes have been proposed. They constrain only a few samples of the equalized channel response and let the other samples take their natural values [11] .
As an alternative, the use of a simple noise predictor has been proposed in [11] . This method does not avoid the noise correlation but counteracts the performance degradation by reducing the variance of the noise observed by the detector.
In this paper, we propose another approach to enhance the SSD performance. We discuss the adaption of the decision boundaries with respect to the noise correlation, and we show that the resulting boundaries are the optimum maximum-likelihood sequence estimator (MLSE) boundaries for the particular signal constellation. We thus apply signal space detection to channels that are subject to stationary, correlated input noise. This model is appropriate for all detection schemes that employ an input filter to constrain the ISI of the channel response. However, we assume that the noise characteristic is independent of the information sequence. Our particular discrete-time channel model is described in Section II.
In Section III, we discuss the necessary modifications of the SSD to address the noise correlation during the detection process. This emphasizes the need for construction methods that are appropriate for the new detector, which we dub the noise whitening signal space detector (WSSD). We show in Section III that the design process of a WSSD can be transformed into an SSD design, so that known algorithms for SSD construction can also be applied to the colored noise case.
We conclude this paper with an example to prove the feasibility of the new detection concept. To this end, we apply the whitening approach to the well-known three-dimensional 110 (3D-110) detector [6] in Section IV. Since the equalizer used in the 3D-110 detector imposes heavy noise correlation at moderate channel densities ( ), the WSSD provides an improvement of 1-1.8 dB over the SSD solution with a comparable hardware complexity.
II. CHANNEL MODEL
The discrete-time channel model we use for this study is shown in Fig. 2 . The model comprises the magnetic channel itself as well as the equalizer, which is usually part of the detector. This is useful since we consider the signal-processing front end to be invariant during the following discussion of detection algorithms. Now assume a particular binary nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) data sequence being recorded on the disk. Let the corresponding NRZI sequence be causal, i.e., for each time instance , the corresponding data symbol constantly equals 1 or 1.
During the read-back process, a continuous-time signal is generated by the magnetic channel. We assume that the magnetic channel is linear and denote its causal continuous-time step response by . We further assume that the bits are equally spaced by the bit interval . Formally, the noiseless continuous-time channel output is determined by the convolution of and the recorded data sequence . The read-back signal is subject to media and electronics noise . Although our investigations are valid for any type of stationary noise, for convenience we will restrict the discussion of the example in Section IV on the special case that is a zero-mean white Gaussian random variable.
The magnetic channel typically suffers from heavy ISI. To ease detector implementation, linear equalizers are commonly used to counteract this phenomenon. Other filters, e.g., an antialiasing low-pass filter, are also included in the signal path. Let the overall filter impulse response be denoted by . Then the continuous-time channel output corresponding to the recorded data sequence is given by (1) where denotes the equalized channel response. Finally, the discrete-time channel output is derived by sampling the output of the continuous-time channel with the bit rate 1 (2) Note that the sequences , , and are sampled versions of , , and , respectively. The equalizer is designed such that equals the desired target sequence. The output noise sequence is a stationary, autocorrelated discrete random variable.
III. WSSD DESIGN
As discussed above, the published methods for SSD boundary construction neglect the correlation of the input noise. In colored noise, additional measures must be taken to asymptotically achieve the maximum-likelihood performance bound with signal space detection.
The straight-forward solution is to use a noise whitening filter at the detector input. Let the discrete impulse response of the noise whitening filter be . Then the coordinates of the noiseless sampling point are given by (3) Since the noise is uncorrelated at the detector input, the algorithms referred to in the previous section can be applied to these altered signal points without further modification. This approach asymptotically guarantees MLSE performance.
However, the noise whitening prefilter smears the pulse, i.e., the signal energy is dispersed on more adjacent samples than without the prefilter. Consequently, a broader pulse requires more detector look ahead to achieve the MLSE performance. Increasing the dimensionality of the signal space inherently increases the detector complexity.
In this section, we propose an alternative method that incorporates the noise correlation into the detector design by an appropriate adaption of the decision boundaries. Thus no additional prefilter is required, which enables us to keep the detector look-ahead constant while preserving the total signal energy.
First we show that such a detector exists and that it asymptotically ( ) yields MLSE performance in the presence of stationary colored noise.
Proposition 1: The optimum decision boundaries can be found in the -dimensional signal space. They are hyperplanes, i.e., they can be implemented by linear FIR filter and slicer combinations.
Proof: For MLSE, each decision region is assigned to a noiseless signal point such that every point inside is closer to than to any other noiseless signal point . Let denote the region for which all points are closer to than to . Then, is the intersection of all these , and the decision boundaries of comprise a subset of the decision boundaries of all . To prove Proposition 1, it suffices to restrict the discussion to a particular region . Thus, without loss of generality, assume one pair of sampling points in the -dimensional signal space . Denote the points by and , as shown in Fig. 3 . They correspond to the sequences and with and , respectively. Both sampling points are subject to stationary, zero-mean additive Gaussian noise whose covariance matrix is denoted by . The covariance matrix is determined either by measurements or by an appropriate channel model.
Under the hypothesis that has been recorded, the probability density function of the detector input is given by (4) The optimum decision boundary that separates the decision regions and can be found by classical hypothesis testing [13] . More specifically, the Bayes solution of the detection problem can be applied to minimize the overall error probability if we are given the a priori probabilities of the hypotheses. Since the a priori probabilities of the two data sequences are equal, by computing the likelihood ratio we obtain the decision boundary (5) Equation (5) imposes a single linear constraint on the points of in the -dimensional signal space. Consequently, the optimum decision boundary consists of a linear hyperplane. Hence, the SSD architecture can perform optimum detection in the presence of colored noise. Moreover, we observe that an optimum solution to this detection problem can be found without increasing the dimensionality of the signal space.
To construct the SSD with an arbitrary number of signal points, it is possible to compute the set of optimum decision boundaries of all relevant pairs of points by (5) . For instance, Barbosa proposed an appropriate metric for detector construction [2] . However, this method is computationally very intensive. Furthermore, it lacks any immediate geometric interpretation of detector performance, so that efficient heuristics to reduce the detector complexity are hard to develop. Thus, it makes sense to look for a better way of detector construction.
We propose to transform the problem of WSSD construction to the white noise case (see Fig. 3 ). In the white noise domain , known algorithms yield a feasible set of decision planes. From this solution, the final decision boundaries in the colored noise domain can be found by inverse mapping. Proposition 2: The WSSD design problem in colored noise can be mapped on a design problem in white noise by a linear transformation. The solution for the WSSD can be directly derived from the solution in the white noise domain.
Proof: Let us first consider a single pair of signal points. The two classes of signal points are and . The transforms of the signal points are denoted by and , respectively (see Fig. 3 ).
From Proposition 1 follows that the optimum decision boundary that separates the two signal points in is a hyperplane. As its transform is the Voronoi boundary of and , is also a linear boundary. Thus, there is a mapping from to with (6) where is an -dimensional square matrix and is an -dimensional vector. In general, this corresponds to a coordinate transformation of and given by (7) and (7a)
The parameters of and must be chosen such that the detector input , after being passed through the transformation according to (7a), appears as an uncorrelated random variable. Additionally, we can require the noise to have unit variance. These properties yield the following probability density function of the detector input after transformation into the white noise domain :
(8) is related to the probability density function of the actual detector input [] (9) Comparing (8) and (9) reveals that the transformation must satisfy (10) and (11) From (11), we identify (12) and (13) where is the identity matrix. Since the vector does not affect the noise correlation, it can be chosen arbitrarily. For convenience, in the following we assume . Thus, the transform of the signal constellation is given by (14) This result corresponds to the signal space transformation given by (7a) for . The choice of the transformation matrix is now constrained by (13) and (10) .
The solution of (13) is given by diag (15) where is a square matrix whose columns are the normed eigenvectors of and is the eigenvalue corresponding to . The solution follows directly from the spectral theorem for symmetric matrices diag (
Finally, we need to check that (15) satisfies (10)
Thus, a valid transformation is given by
and (18a) if the transformation matrix is chosen according to (15) . Note that only depends on the given covariance matrix and is invariant to the particular signal constellation. Therefore, it was sufficient to show that the design problem can be solved for a single pair of signal points and generalize the result to an arbitrary number of points. Thus, by applying (18a) to all signal points, we find the new signal constellation in the white noise domain.
The decision regions and in the colored noise domain are defined by the decision boundary , which is the inverse transform of . Note that the probability density function satisfies
i.e., the transform of the decision boundary preserves the error probability of the altered signal constellation in the white noise domain. This feature eases development and application of heuristics for detector construction. Summarizing, we propose the following method for WSSD construction.
1) Calculate the new signal constellation according to (18a).
2) Calculate a set of decision boundaries for the signal constellation in the white noise domain by applying some heuristic. The detector performance of the final WSSD is equal to the one obtained for the transformed detector in white noise. 
IV. EXAMPLE
The method of constructing the WSSD as proposed in Section III is applicable to any discrete-time channel. In this section, we improve the performance of the 3D-110 detector by using the new design algorithm. First, we sketch the original 3D-110 detector concept as proposed by Brickner and Moon [6] .
The 3D-110 detector uses a forward equalizer that constrains the first three samples of the channel step response to . A maximum transition run (MTR) modulation code [14] , which prevents the occurrence of three consecutive transitions, is used to eliminate pairs of signal points with a distance less than . The convolution of the 3-bit NRZ data sequences with yields the signal constellation shown in Fig. 4 . An SSD is used to detect the current bit . The detector operates in an -dimensional signal space, requiring three linear boundaries to separate the two classes of signal points. Within the detector, an internal feedback is used to cancel the ISI due to the previous bit . Note that the bit does not impose any ISI since . The signal constellation depends on the previous direction of medium magnetization , even after subtracting the ISI term due to this bit. The reason is that the MTR code prevents different NRZ data symbols depending on . Thus, the SSD has to be designed for two cases, which in general slightly increases its complexity.
The current decision of the SSD is used to cancel the ISI tail of the forward equalizer target. For this purpose, an additional feedback equalizer filter is used outside the SSD. The (1, 1, 0) target of the forward equalizer is a close approximation of the minimum phase step response of the Lorentzian channel at channel densities above . For lower channel densities, this equalization scheme leads to heavy noise correlation at the SSD input, which significantly degrades its performance [11] .
We can thus replace the SSD by an appropriate WSSD, keeping the analog front end of the detector fixed. As an example of detector construction, we assume a channel density of . At this channel density, the 3D-110 performs about 2 dB worse than the FDTS detector with the same look-ahead [11] .
A. Signal Space Transformation
According to the procedure described in Section III, we first transform the signal space to the white noise domain. In Fig. 4 , the three-dimensional signal space is shown for both the white and the colored noise domain for . Choosing results in a similar signal constellation. Note that the equalizer and the parameters of the magnetic channel contribute to the signal constellation in the white noise domain. Thus, the calculations conducted in this step depend on the correlation of the input noise.
B. SSD Design
We now design an SSD in the white noise domain. Since the new signal constellation does not have any obvious symmetries that allow the detector to be constructed simply from the geometric view, a different technique must be chosen. As explained in Section I, several heuristics have been proposed for this purpose. The algorithm we use in this study consists of two phases. In the first phase, a set of required decision boundaries is selected from the total set of Voronoi boundaries such that a certain minimum distance 2 for each signal point to the separating hyperplanes is guaranteed. Let denote the noiseless signal points in the white noise domain and the corresponding NRZ data sequences. In lines 1-4, a list of all pairs of signal points that belong to different classes is generated and sorted in ascending order of their Euclidean distance . The minimum distance is denoted by . During the following steps of the algorithm (lines 6-19), a separating hyperplane is assigned to each of the pairs of signal points. Note further that is the number of signal pairs of set . The are chosen from a set of hyperplanes, which is derived from the Voronoi boundaries such that separates the maximum number of signal pairs. The set comprises the projections of the particular Voronoi hyperplane on all combinations of dimensions. The first phase usually generates a set of boundaries that is small enough to be implemented. Moreover, a certain minimum distance is guaranteed.
To improve the detector performance without increasing hardware complexity, a second phase is introduced to enhance the mean distance between the sampling points and their separating hyperplanes (lines 20-23). Considering only the set of boundaries that have been used in the first phase, we reselect the boundary of each ( ) in order to maximize the minimum distance to each of the two signal points.
The Boolean equation that finally determines the decision regions of one of the two classes, say, , can be computed from the list of signal pairs that have now been assigned the particular boundaries. For a particular signal point , the decision region is the area that jointly satisfies all boundary equations of for which . A decision must be taken in favor of class if one of these signal points is detected. These two rules result in a min term for the overall Boolean equation.
Note that in the white noise case, this algorithm yields exactly the 3D-110 detector parameters of [6] .
C. WSSD Design
Finally, the parameters of the decision boundaries of the WSSD are computed by using the transformation of (20). Although we have taken care to reduce the dimensionality of the boundaries in the previous step, this property gets lost during the transformation. Moreover, the boundary coefficients are real-valued.
Usually, however, our proposed SSD design algorithm reveals some symmetries in the signal constellation. Symmetries lead to parallel decision boundaries, so that hardware can be shared except for the slicers. The detector implementation can be further simplified by dividing each boundary equation by one of the coefficients. This way, at least one of the coefficients can be set to one.
We conduct these steps for both signal constellations according to and , respectively. The final boundary equations differ only in the sign of some of the thresholds. In our example, we obtain for sign sign sign (21) Note that the left-hand sides of the boundary equations and are all equal. Thus, three multipliers suffice to implement all five boundaries. Note that the change of the sign of the thresholds can be easily implemented by multiplying the left-hand side of the equation by 1, such that the logical value is generated. This can be compensated by accordingly adapting the Boolean equation that is used to generate the current decision from the Boolean variables or ( ), respectively (see Fig. 5 ).
D. Detector Performance
Computer simulations as well as a theoretical analysis have been used to estimate the bit error rate (BER) of the detectors at different channel densities . The magnetic channel is assumed to be linear with Lorentzian impulse response. We further assume additive white Gaussian noise. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as the ratio of the signal energy of the Lorentzian impulse response to the integrated noise power within the Nyquist band. Taking the energy of the forward equalizer into account, the effective noise variance at the detector input is determined by SNR
Since according to (19) the error probability in the colored noise domain and in the white noise domain are equal, the theoretical study can be solely based on the evaluation of the signal space in the white noise domain. Here, the error probability is completely determined by the Euclidean distance of the signal points. Note that the signal constellation for different SNR in the white noise domain is simply scaled by 1 . Thus, instead of computing the signal space for each desired SNR, we first assume a standardized Gaussian noise process and finally scale the distances of the signal points as appropriate.
Neglecting error propagation, we provide upper and lower bounds of the BER similar to [9] . Assume that two signal points and are differentiated by a hyperplane . Let denote the Euclidean distance of a point to 
where denotes the opposite class of and equals the probability that the particular signal point has been transmitted.
Equation (23) is an approximation of since it has been neglected that not every point in the signal space beyond is assigned to the particular signal point . However, the decision regions are determined by more than one decision boundary, so that certain regions are considered multiple times. Thus, (23) imposes an upper bound on .
Similarly, a lower bound can be derived from (23) by neglecting all signal points but the closest to erfc (
with Min
Note that all data sequences have been assumed to be equally likely, i.e., . The upper and the lower bound on the error events have been calculated first based on the signal space, using the complete Voronoi set of decision regions, and second based on the particular WSSD. As explained above, the complete set of Voronoi decision regions is equivalent to the MLSE. The detector only uses a subset of the MLSE decision boundaries.
In Fig. 6 , the SNR required to achieve a BER of 10 is plotted for different channel densities. Since the upper and lower bound on the error event probability are close within 0.3 dB, the theoretical analysis provides a meaningful estimate of the WSSD performance. We also recognize that the performance gap between the MLSE detector and the WSSD is small. Thus removing certain boundaries of the MLSE detector does not impose a significant performance loss. This result emphasizes the concept of signal space detection.
Also, both the 3D-110 SSD and the 3D-110 WSSD have been simulated. Obviously, for both detector types the forward and feedback equalizer were identical, and just the SSD was substituted by the WSSD version. The equalizers, which were long enough to avoid degradation, have been optimized using a minimum mean square error criterion.
The simulation results, also shown in Fig. 6 , demonstrate a significant improvement of the WSSD over the conventional SSD at low to moderate channel densities. At high channel densities, the constrained equalization target closely matches the minimum phase channel step response, so that no significant noise correlation is imposed by the forward equalizer. This is the main reason for the closing performance gap between the SSD and the WSSD.
Error propagation is the reason for the performance gap between the theoretical estimates and the WSSD simulation results at high channel densities. Simulations employing the correct feedback values have also been conducted (see Fig. 6 ). They demonstrate consistence of the simulations and the bounds expressed in (23) and (24).
Noise prediction as presented in [11] provides a less significant performance gain compared to the WSSD we proposed. Note, however, that noise prediction can well be combined with the WSSD approach, further improving the detector performance at a considerable hardware overhead. This hybrid approach is left for further studies.
V. CONCLUSION
A generic method for incorporating the noise correlation into the design of the signal space detector decision boundaries has been presented. The method introduces an additional intermediate step in the usual SSD design process. Thus it does not offer an alternative, but a valuable extension to existing design algorithms. Since the filter front end of the detector is left unchanged, the resulting noise whitening signal space detectors operate with the same look-ahead as the original SSD. Thus the hardware complexity of both detectors is comparable.
As an application, we presented a three-dimensional WSSD, which operates on a constrained 110-equalized, MTR coded channel. This example proves the feasibility of the concept. The new detector offers a performance gain of 1.8 dB at over the conventional SSD. This is close to the performance of the optimum detector with the same look-ahead.
